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Letter to the editor

Decoupling of midfrontal delta–beta oscillations after testosterone
administration

Sir: In June 2003 issue of theInternational Jour-
nal of Psychophysiology, an intriguing evolution-
ary based interpretation of brain oscillations in
relation to the personality trait of behavioral inhi-
bition was postulated by Knyazev and Slobodskaya
(2003). This electrophysiological interpretation is
derived from the triune brain concept, originally
put forward by MacLean(1990), which states that
the human brain is comprised of three loosely cou-
pled systems. The reptilian complex and the limbic
system are involved in affective processing and
considered as representatives of the subcortical part
of the brain. The neo-cortex encompasses the
youngest evolved brain structure and is superim-
posed on the first two systems. The pronounced
expansion of the frontal cortex is argued to have
made a crucial contribution to the evolvement of
conscious aspects of affective processing. Brain
oscillations in specific frequency bandwidths fur-
thermore epitomize diverse aspects of information
processing on different neuroanatomical levels.
Whereas the lower frequency ranges(i.e. 1–8 Hz)
are implicated in the evolutionary older subcortical
systems, higher frequencies(i.e. )8 Hz) would
originate from thalamo–cortical and cortico–cor-
tical interactions. Nowadays, it is widely accepted
that the frontal cortex fulfills a modulatory role in
subcortical information processing. For example,
Knyazev and Slobodskaya(2003) have provided
evidence that descending cortical inhibition of sub-
cortical structures is positively linked to affective
processing such as behavioral inhibition. Interest-
ingly, reductions in behavioral inhibition and anx-
iety have been found after administrating the

steroid hormone testosterone(Svensson et al.,
2003). Testosterone arguably exerts these anxio-
lytic effects through receptor binding in steroid
responsive networks located in subcortical struc-
tures(Wood, 1996; Tuiten et al., 2000; Van Honk
et al., 2001). Since increases in delta(1–3 Hz)
synchronization predict reduced anxiety(Hotz et
al., 2000), testosterone might in particular influ-
ence delta synchronization specifically and thereby
affect the coupling between the subcortical lower
(i.e. delta(1–3 Hz) range) and the cortical higher
frequencies(i.e. alpha(8–12 Hz) and beta(13–
30 Hz) range). Sixteen healthy, right-handed vol-
unteers were enrolled in a placebo controlled
double-blind, within-subjects, cross-over design.
On two testing days, which were separated by three
weeks, between 09:00 and 10:00 h, participants
received a single sublingually administration of 0.5
mg testosterone(with cyclodextrine as carrier) or
placebo. Three hours after intake, see Tuiten et al.
(2000) for the rationale behind this strategy, a 4-
min electroencephalographic(EEG) baseline
recording from the frontal, Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4 and
Fz electrode sites was obtained(impedance:-5
kV, sampling rate: 250 Hz, amplification: 20 000).
Raw EEG data were corrected for horizontal and
vertical eye movements using linear regression.
EEG signal containing residual muscle move-
ments, or other forms of artifacts, greater thany
50 mV andq50 mV were rejected prior to further
analysis. The designation of an artifact in one of
the leads resulted in removal of that epoch for all
channels in order to ensure that the remaining data
were identical for all sites in time. Next, 1024-s
chunks of averaged artifact-free EEG were extract-
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Fig. 1. Significant loss of midfrontal delta–beta coupling after testosterone compared to placebo administration in healthy human
volunteers.

ed through a Hamming window(length 10%) to
reduce spurious estimates of spectral power(mV )2

in the 1 Hz frequency bins for each electrode site.
For each frontal electrode spectral power, values
were averaged across all epochs within a single
baseline and were then transformed to power den-
sity values for the delta(1–3 Hz), alpha (8–13
Hz) and beta(13–30 Hz) frequency bands. Paired-
samplest-tests revealed a significant increase in
delta power after testosterone administration over
the midfrontal (Fz) electrode sitewt(16)s2.13:
Ps0.05x. Furthermore, whereas a significant Pear-
son’s correlation was observed for delta and beta
oscillations in the placebo conditionwr(16)s
0.773: Ps0.0001, the latter coupling was com-
pletely abolished after testosterone administration
wr(16)s0.230: Ps0.4x. The difference between
the two correlations was statistically significant
wZ(16)s2.55: Ps0.01x. Fig. 1 depicts the cou-
pling of midfrontal delta–beta oscillations afterT
and placebo administration.
From the viewpoint advocated by Knyazev and

Slobodskaya(2003), it can be suggested that the
currently observed sortical-cortical(beta–delta)
decoupling after testosterone administration is due

to increases in subcortical generated delta power.
Furthermore, the present decoupling is in line with
the behavioral disinhibitory properties of testoster-
one, suggesting the motivational stance of the brain
shifts from behavioral inhibition towards behavior-
al activation. In sum, relationships between the dif-
ferent frequency bandwidths seem to provide
important insights into functional and dysfunction-
al affective processes in the brain. The approach of
Knyazev and Slobodskaya is thus both scientifi-
cally stimulating and clinically relevant.
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